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Abstract

We presen t a multiview method for the computation of
object shape and reectance characteristics based on the in-
tegration of shape from shading (SFS) and stereo, for non-
constan talbedo and non-uniformly Lambertian surfaces.
First we perform stereo �tting on the input stereo pairs or
image sequences. When the images are uncalibrated, w e
recover the camera parameters using bundle adjustment.
Based on the stereo result, we can automatically segment
the albedo map (which is taken to be piece-wise constant)
using a Minimum Description Length (MDL) based met-
ric, to identify areas suitable for SFS (typically smooth
textureless areas) and to deriv e illumination information.
The shape and the illumination parameter estimates are
re�ned using a deformable model SFS algorithm, which it-
erates bet w een computing shape and illumination param-
eters. Our method takes into accoun tthe viewing angle
dependent foreshortening and specularity e�ects, and com-
pensates as much as possible by utilizing information from
more than one images. We demonstrate that we can ex-
tend the applicability of SFS algorithms to real world sit-
uations when some of its traditional assumptions are vio-
lated. We demonstrate our method by applying it to face
shape reconstruction. Experimental results indicate a sig-
ni�cant improvement over SFS-only or stereo-only based
reconstruction. Model accuracy and detail are improved,
especially in areas of low texture detail. Albedo informa-
tion is retrieved and can be used to accurately re-render
the model under di�erent illumination conditions.

1 Introduction
In this paper we propose a multiview approach for

the recovery of object shape based on the integration
of shape from shading (SFS) and stereo, in the pres-
ence of non-constant albedo and surfaces that are non-
uniformly Lambertian. We use a deformable model
approach, in order to impose illumination constraints
deriv ed from multiple images on data that have been
acquired using a stereo method. We apply our method
to estimate object shape and reectance characteris-
tics. The input images may exhibit a number of char-
acteristics, each of which could be potentially crip-
pling for a traditional SFS algorithm, suc h as specu-
larities, c hanges in albedo, either on larger areas or as

noise, non-point source illumination, non-Lambertian
reectance characteristics. The application of SFS im-
pro ves the stereo results, both by complementing them
in areas where they are not very precise and also by
recovering a dense set of normals which vary smoothly
across the surface. The latter is useful in order to dis-
tinguish albedo changes from illumination artifacts in
the texture map. That way the model can be rendered
under di�erent illumination conditions and texture-
mapped appropriately.

We use the problem of face reconstruction to demon-
strate the applicability of our method. In recent years
there has been a lot of w orkon modeling faces from
image and range data. A number of approaches have
been proposed for the recovery of facial geometry based
on stereo [3], structured ligh t [18 ], or laser scans. In
[23] face shape is recovered based on images and an
extensive database of laser scans. F ace reconstruction
has been a favorite example to demonstrate shape-
from-shading algorithms but most of these algorithms
use a single image and assume a lambertian model
and constant albedo [8, 12 , 24]. In practice, how ever,
these approaches are plagued by the fact that ev en
faces do not ha veconstant albedoes|some parts are
darker than others and facial hair creates problems|
and are not really Lambertian as demonstrated by the
presence of specularities. It is appealing to integrate
stereo and SFS, since they complement each other's
strengths. Stereo w orksbetter on images with a lot
of texture, SFS on images of smooth, textureless ob-
jects [2]. In earlier w ork [4] an approach was pro-
posed that combined stereo and shading, and could
handle smoothly varying albedoes. In this paper, in-
stead, albedo is considered piecewise constant, and an
attempt is made to segment the various areas. In the
current approach w euse the stereo results to derive
initial information about the illumination, the surface
reectance and the initial shape reliabilit y. We then
�t a muc h more densely sampled mesh by using SFS,
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and reestimate the illumination parameters, during the
�tting process.

In previous work [6], a facial animation model was
�tted to stereo data. This requires a number of im-
ages (t ypically a short video sequence to derive models
that are both precise and realistic). When only a few
images are available, there might not be enough data
for a perfect reconstruction. Here w esho whow SFS
can be used to greatly improve the quality of the re-
construction. We also discuss the use of photometric
information from multiple views.

Figure 1: T ypical input images for our method

2 Our F ramework
1) We use stereo pairs or triplets, such as those in

Figure 1 or short image sequences. These examples
w ere acquired using uncalibrated cameras; the camera
parameters w ere reco veredusing bundle adjustment
[6].

2) We compute disparity maps for each image pair
and �t a face model [9] to the corresponding 3D points
[6], using least squares adjustment. The shape thus
reco vered is quite accurate, but it lacks detail in the
textureless parts of the face. In some cases artifacts
are produced by the mask, where they did not exist
in the images. The output of the stereo �tting of the
mask can be seen in Figure 2.

3) To improve the stereo results, we need to identify
the areas where thestereo matc hes are most reliable.
Since w eusually do not ha veaccess to ground truth
to estimate the reliabilit y of the stereo information,
w euse a minimum description length (MDL) metric
of stereo con�dence, monotonically related to the self
consistency of the matches [11]. This is described in
Section 3.1

4) We use the MDL score to identify the areas where
the stereo results are less reliable, i.e. the textureless

parts of the skin, mostly on the cheeks and the sides of
the nose, as explained in Section 3.2. We combine these
results with image gradient information, in order to
iden tify the areas where albedo is piecewise constant or
smoothly varying, thus most suitable for SFS. Instead
of using the SFS algorithm blindly, w eonly apply it
to the parts of the face where it can serve the most.
Existence of a model which is not far from the truth
allows for the smooth integration of the piecewise shape
estimates.

5) Using these areas only, we compute the illuminant
direction, ambient light strength and albedo estimate.
F urthermore w e iden tifyareas of specularity. Based
on the stereo results, w e can compute least squares
estimates of the direction of the illuminant, the amount
of ambient light and a uniform albedo of the image. If
w e compute the albedo locally at this stage, visible
artifacts are introduced by the illumination e�ects and
the shape inaccuracies. This is described in Section
4.1.

6) We consider the recovered shape to be a deform-
able surface which can be deformed in order to mini-
mize edge, stereo and shading constraints. We perform
illumination computations periodically to take advan-
tage of the improved shape, and continue �tting us-
ing the new light estimates [22]. Our model-based ap-
proach allo ws us to overcome the requirement of SFS
algorithms for a single orthographically projected im-
age as an input, by giving us a framework on which
to combine shading constraints from multiple images,
taking occlusions and specularities into account, as de-
scribed in Section 5. We modify the formulation of [21]
for meshes with a high number of local degrees of free-
dom, in Section 4.2, in order to use much more e�cient
sparse matrix routines instead of SVD, in Section 4.3

Our results sho w improved shape estimates, espe-
cially in areas of low texture detail. Furthermore we
recover a dense set of normals which vary smoothly
across the surface. The latter is useful in order to sep-
arate albedo changes from illumination artifacts in the
texture map. That w aythe model can be rendered
under di�erent illumination conditions and texture-
mapped appropriately.

Figure 2: Face models �tted to stereo data for the subjects
in Fig. 1
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3 Evaluating the stereo results
We now introduce the MDL-based stereo reliabil-

ity metric that w eutilize, to evaluate the reliabilit y
of the initial stereo-based reconstruction for the areas
whose shape w e trustmost. We also explain how we
use this metric to iden tifyareas which are potential
candidates for SFS. We expand upon the MDL-based
stereo reliability metric that was introduced in [11] and
show itsapplicabilit y to the problem of detecting the
boundaries of albedo changes on a surface of piecewise
constant albedo.

3.1 MDL-Based Coding Loss

The image-matching measure that we use for match-
ing windows is the traditional sum of squared di�er-
ences (SSD) [5]. For multi-image mesh optimization
[4], it is replaced by the sum, over all visible sample
points within a facet, of the squared variance of the
gra y level of the projections of these sample points.
When using only tw o images,these t w o measures are
equivalen t. F or normalization purposes, w etypically
compute it using di�erences of Gaussians rather than
the images themselves.

The problem with this SSD measure is that it is
ambiguous. That is, a low SSD measure can occur not
only when the facet is correctly located (as expected),
but also when the facet is incorrectly located and the
object's surface is spatially uniform.

In tuitively, then, we want an image-matching mea-
sure that is low only when the match betw een the pre-
dicted and observed pixel values is close and the pixel
values form a su�ciently complex pattern that it is un-
likely to be matched elsewhere. We have developed a
measure that satis�es this intuitiv e requirement, which
w ecall the coding loss. It is based on Minimum De-
scription Length (MDL) theory [20]. In MDL theory,
quantized observations of a random process are en-
coded using a model of that process. This model is
typically divided into tw ocomponents: a parameter-
ized predictor function and the residuals (di�erences)
betw een the observations and the values predicted by
that function. The residuals are typically encoded us-
ing an i.i.d. noise model [10]. MDL is basically a
methodology for computing the parameters that yield
the optimal lossless code length for this model and for
a given encoding scheme.

Here, the process w eare observing is the object's
surface. The observations are the pixel values in all
of the images covered by a given correlation window or
facet. In the �rst case, the parameters are the disparity
values and surface-reectance estimates of the individ-
ual pixels. In the second case, the disparity values are
replaced by the facets' vertex coordinates.

In both cases, let us assume that we haveN images
with N = 2 in the case of the window-based score,
N >= 2 in the case of the mesh score. Let M be
either the number of pixels in the correlation window
or the number of samples in a facet and let gji be the
image gray level of the ith pixel observed in image j.

These gray levels can be described independently in
each image. For image j, the length of such a descrip-
tion can be approximated by:

Cj = M(log�j + c); (1)

where �j is the measured variance of the gji 1�i�N and

c = (1=2) log(2�e).
Alternatively, these gray levels can be expressed in

terms of the mean gray level gi across images and the
deviations gji � gi from this average in eac h individ-
ual image. The cost of describing the means, can be
approximated by

C =M(log� + c); (2)

where � is the measured variance of the mean gra y
lev els. Similarly, the coding length of describing devi-
ations from the mean is given b y

Cd
j =M(log�dj + c); (3)

where �dj is the measured variance of those deviations
in image j. In the case N = 2, the variance simply
becomes the squared di�erence. Note that, because
w e describe the mean across the images, we need only
describe N � 1 of the Cd

j . The description of the Nth
one is implicit.

We take the coding loss per pixel to be the di�erence
between these tw ocoding lengths, normalized by the
number of samples, that is

Loss = C +
X

1�j�N�1

Cd
j �
X

1�j�N

Cj : (4)

When there exists a good match between images, the
gji 1�j�N have a small variance. Consequently the Cd

j

should be small, C should beappro ximately equal to
any of the Cj and Loss should be negative. How ever,
Cj can only be strongly negative if these costs are large
enough, that is, if there is enough texture for a reliable
match.

3.2 Segmenting the face

We use the results of the MDL metric based above
to segment the albedo maps of the face as follows: We
get consistently better (i.e. low er) scores in the areas
where w eha veboth a good match and high texture,
suc h as the eyebrows, the mouth, the ey es, the ridge
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of the nose, etc. We choose not to �t those areas with
SFS, since they are the areas where we expect stereo
to do best. Conversely ,the MDL score is generally
higher on the cheeks, the forehead, the sides of the
nose, and these areas become potential candidates for
SFS �tting.

The fact that the MDL score is low erwhere there
is a lot of texture, can be used to segment changes
of texture on otherwise smooth geometry. In the case
of faces, this has an interesting use for male subjects
with beginnings of facial hair growth (i.e. \�ve o'clock
shadows"). This shadow is not visible enough to create
strong edges, the way eyebro ws do, and cannot be eas-
ily detected by simple image gradient based methods.
However, it causes the reectance properties of the skin
to change and hence needs to be identi�ed. We notice
that the MDL scores for male subjects exhibit a very
distinct band of lower scores where this shadow line
starts. This is not exhibited in female subjects, as can
be seen in Figure 3. This can be explained because the
skin is not as smooth anymore, and it is a little darker.
That creates enough texture to make a clear di�erence
in the MDL scores. Since no drastic change in cur-
vature at that part of the geometry is expected that
would cause such texture in the images, the texture
can only be attributed to the change of the reectance
properties.

4 Using Shading Information
In this section we present the use of illumination in-

formation in our images. We compute the parameters
of the illumination information, based on the already
computed shape. We re-ev aluate these parameters as
more information on the surface reectance properties
becomes available, or as we update the shape.

Based on the updated illumination parameters, we
deriv e the illumination constraints that we will impose
to re�ne the shape. This is done using a generalization
of the methods in [21 , 22 ] to incorporate constraints
from multiple images under perspective projection. We
also introduce a new fast method for computing the
illumination constraint forces.

4.1 Computing the illumination parame-
ters

We use the reconstructed stereo data to compute the
light source direction using the Leven berg-Marquart
[14 ], least squares minimization method, under the as-
sumption of a Lambertian reectance model with the
skin having uniform albedo. Although simplistic, the
Lambertian model is a reasonable assumption, when
the incidence and emittance angles of the ligh t are
less than sev en tydegrees as experimentally reported

in [13]. Since we have more than one view, for some-
what frontally facing faces we can usually �nd at least
one image for each patch for which this holds.

Given the number of data points and the general
accuracy of the model, local violations of the assump-
tions do not inuence the computation of the global
lighting parameters.

The lighting model we use is the Lambertian model
with an ambient light term.

IL = B� (̂ s� n̂+A); (5)

where � is the angle between the surface unit normal
vector, n̂ = n=knk, and the unit light source direction
vector ŝ. B is the strength of the light source and � is
the albedo of the surface, which represents the fraction
of the incident light to the surface that is reected. A
is the amount of ambien t light, also a constant. All the
constants are normalized for unit light source strength.

Using the derived illumination values, and the com-
puted shape, we can now relax the uniform albedo as-
sumption and compute an albedo map for the face,
by computing an albedo value per pixel (or per shape
facet). The piecewise uniformity and smoothness of
this map is a good indication of the quality of the re-
covered shape and light. Given the inaccuracies of the
shape locally, the map exhibits artifacts that do not
correspond to realistic albedo variations, as can be seen
in Figure 7(a),(b). Thus, it is not safe to use this map
to segment the regions of the face where w e expect
the albedo of our model to be smooth and constant.
Instead, we use the pixel gradient information on the
input images to identify parts of the model where inten-
sity changes do not correspond to the shape changes.
The MDL-based method described in this w orkpro-
vides an extra criterion.

4.2 Illumination Constraints

In this section we describe how to incorporate illu-
mination constraints from a single image, in to a de-
formable model. We assume that an object's illumina-
tion is described by a lighting model of the general form
L(lp;q), where lp are the lighting model parameters
(both light source parameters and shape reectance
properties, such as the surface albedo) and q the shape
parameters. This model must be di�erentiable with re-
spect to the shape and light parameters, as is the case
with the lighting models commonly used in computer
vision, e.g. the Lambertian model, or [16 ]. Then, in
order to recover the shape parameters, we need to min-
imize the lighting constraint C = L(lp;q) � IL, where
IL is the measured light intensity at every pixel of the
image. If we assemble all the constraints in vector C
then, using a Baumgarte [1] stabilization approach, as
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3: MDL scores for a male and female subjects: Ey ebro ws,eyes and mouth are clearly segmented, as well as the
ridge of the nose. (a) Input view of female subject, (b) MDL score for female subject, (c) Input view of male subject,(d)
MDL score for male subject. Notice the strong line in the cheek of (d) which de�nes tw o di�erent textures on the face. No
such lines exist in (b) when there is no change in geometry. (e) Pro�le photo where the change in texture is very visible.
This photo was not used in the experiments and is provided only for reference.

sho wn in [21], w eneed to estimate the object shape
subject to

Cq _q+ �C = 0; (6)

where Cq is the constraint Jacobian matrix.
Following the formulation of [15], at every point of

the model there are external forces f exerted by the
data, in this case by the shape estimates already com-
puted, and internal forces Kdq due to the smoothness
constraints deriv edfrom a �nite element formulation
of the model. In this case we assume C0 con tinuity.

As described in [21], the change in model shape pa-
rameters is given b y:

_q = f �Kdq�C>q���; (7)

where f are generalized edge based forces, Cq is the
Jacobian matrix of the constraints C w.r.t. the shape
parameters and ��� = [�1; �2; : : : ; �n]

> are the Lagrange
multipliers.

The matrix C+
q is the pseudo-inverse of the matrix

Cq, and if w ede�ne the vector of all non-constraint
(generalized) forces as b = f �Kdq, (7) becomes

_q = b�C+
q(�C+Cqb) (8)

= �C+
q�C+ (I�C+

qCq)b: (9)

4.3 F ast Computation of Constraint Forces

In the above method we calculate the pseudoinverse
C+
q = C>q(CqC

>
q)
�1 using Singular Value Decompo-

sition (SVD). In a high resolution mesh with local de-
formations only, which has a few thousand nodal pa-
rameters, the computational cost of SVD becomes pro-
hibitive, as SVD cannot tak e advantage of the spar-
sity of the constraint Jacobian matrix. Approximate
SVD techniques which calculate only the most signi�-
cant singular values, are not useful when there are no
global parameters to dominate the shape description.
Here we propose a new technique for the case of large

deformable meshes with only local degrees of freedom.
Motivated by the desire to use sparse matrix inversion
methods, we notice an alternative formulation of (9) as

_q = b� (C>qCq)
�1C>q(�C+Cqb): (10)

(C>qCq) is an n�n matrix where n is the number of
nodes in the mesh. Since the system is over-constrained
[21], the rank of this matrix is the rank of Cq, which
is the number of degrees of freedom in the orientation
of the facets of the object. Consequently, singularities
can occur only if we have more nodal parameters than
degrees of freedom in the orientation of the facets of the
shape. In general, because of redundancies in the shape
parameterization, we can have more parameters than
degrees of freedom in the shape of the object. In the
case where all the parameters are local nodal variables,
possible degeneracies in this matrix can be caused only
by nodes in the boundaries of the mesh which belong
to only one triangle. The reason is that the orientation
of that triangle can already be determined by its other
tw onodes which belong to other triangles also. By
not including these nodes in Cq we guarantee that the
dimensionality of (C>qCq) will not exceed the dimen-

sionalit yof the mesh and thus (C>qCq)
�1 will exist.

This inverse matrix can be calculated with standard
numerical methods. such as LU decomposition, which
can be much faster. F urthermore, the matrix is highly
sparse and thus sparse matrix routines can speed up
computation signi�cantly. If we have a regularly sam-
pled mesh the maximum distance of non-zero en tries
will be on the order of

p
n, making banded matrix rou-

tines attractive.

5 Selective Application of SFS
Once we know the projection transformation of each

image, incorporating illumination constraints frommul-
tiple images to our model, is a straightforward exten-
sion of the single view case. In order to calculate the
value of the illumination constraints on our model, we
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project the model using the camera transformations
under which eac h of theimages w as captured. When
doing this, we perform a visibility check for each model
point p with respect to every image. The image value
at the projection point pi of p on image i giv es rise
to a new constraint in C in (6). This visibility chec k
ensures that the lighting constraints are applied to the
proper model points, and it takes care of occlusions.
Each model point has constraints deriv ed only from the
images in which it is visible. F urthermore, we do not
sample facets of the model, for which the incidence or
emittance angles of the light are more than seventy de-
grees, since the Lambertian model is much more unre-
liable, and foreshortening e�ects are signi�cant. In the
ideal Lambertian case, constraints on the same model
point from di�erent images would have the same value
(once the image values have been normalized for cam-
era gain), since the radiance of a point is independent
of viewing direction. In real images though, this is not
always the case. The least-squares formulation of (9)
allows us to estimate the parameters that "best" sat-
isfy all constraints. The images have been acquired
under perspective projection, therefore, as the model
iterativ ely deforms to �t the data, the visibility of its
points will change. Consequently, the visibility chec k
has to be performed at every iteration.

The SFS method is not applied to the whole face
model automatically, but only to regions where the
reliance on stereo is low, as measured by the MDL
metric, and the gradient changes in the image indi-
cate a smooth surface. Once we identify these regions,
w e recalculate the light parameters based on these re-
gions. We detect specularities in the areas where the
image brightness is greater than the possible range of
di�use values of the lighting model. The accuracy of
the light model parameters actually a�ect whether an
image point would be characterized as specular. One
indication that the recomputed lighting parameters are
more accurate than before is the fact that in our exper-
iments the points that fall outside the model reduce by
about thirt y percent. Weak smoothness forces in the
model guarantee the blending of areas �tted under dif-
feren t modalities.

6 Results
6.1 Shape Reconstructions

We show results for the tw o faces in Figure 1.One
is a very smooth and textureless face of a female, the
other one is a signi�cantly textured face of a male with
a �ve o'clock shadow.

In the �rst case (Fig.6), SFS is able to recover almost
the whole surface. The MDL metric as shown in Figure
3(b) segments only the eyes, mouth and nose. The

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: T op row: Recovered Shape for male subject
(a) stereo result (b) SFS result without light re-estimation
(c) SFS result after light re-estimation and more �tting.
Middle row: Textures of the above. Bottom row: Textured
details of the above

results are very smooth. Problem areas remain near
discontinuities, e.g. the chin and around the eyes.

In the second case (Fig.4), signi�cant parts - espe-
cially in the low er part of the face - can be �tted only
with stereo. There are signi�cant albedo changes be-
cause of the stubble, mostly on the mouth and chin
area. This is good for stereo, as can be seen in Figure
3(d). These darker texture areas signi�cantly inu-
ence the illumination computations. Segmenting the
albedo map before illumination calculations is neces-
sary, yielding improved estimates of the light and re-
ectance. Despite the reduced area where SFS is appli-
cable, we can still use it to obtain smooth reconstruc-
tions of the cheeks, forehead, and nose.

In order to evaluate the reconstruction results, w e
pro vide pro�le views of the subjects in Fig. 5. These
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views are provided for comparison only and were not
used for reconstruction.

In both reconstructions, recomputing the illumina-
tion while �tting was crucial. Due to the least squares
approach, the reectance values at a number of points
cannot be explained by the lighting model as initially
computed; these points are considered outliers. As the
shape error decreases, we can recompute more accurate
values for the illumination parameters, thus covering
some of the outlying points too. In both examples,
recomputing the ligh t parameters increased the total
area �tted by SFS by approximately twenty percent,
yielding muc h smoother surfaces.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Figure 5: Pro�le views:(a) Flat-shaded stereo results (c)
Flat-shaded SFS results(b),(e),(h) Smooth-shaded stereo
results (d),(f),(i) Smooth-shaded SFS results. Pro�le pho-
tos (g),(j) w ere not used in reconstruction

6.2 De-lighting texture maps

Face modeling applications rely on texture mapping
facial appearance onto a face model. The texture maps

are often generated from a set of registered images of
the model [7], [17 ]. A common problem is the fact that
these maps contain lighting artifacts as part of the fa-
cial texture. Our method can be used to \de-light"
texture maps. Our method returns accurate light pa-
rameter estimates and surface geometry for a dense set
of points. With these w ecan calculate a shaded im-
age S of the geometry, using the input image I camera
parameters. Each pixel of the corresponding \albedo"
image A is A = I=S. Due to better shape estimates,
these images are superior to the onesproduced using
the stereo only results, as shown in Figure 7.

As can be seen in Figures 5(c),(d) and 6 the di�er-
ence betw een the at-shaded and smooth-shaded ver-
sions is very small. This demonstrates the high density
of the surface normals that we obtain, allowing for de-
tailed texture recovery. The resulting texture maps are
much smoother, and more accurate. As an example,
dimples on the cheek are correctly recovered as a ge-
ometry e�ect, dependent on the viewing angle and not
as texture which appears the same from all viewing
locations.

7 Conclusions
We have presented a method for the recovery of sur-

face shape, based initially on stereo and then SFS.
We segment the surface into areas of piecewise con-
stant albedo where we can apply SFS. Our results sig-
ni�cantly improve the reco vered shape and allo w the
generation of more accurate texture maps. Further
extensions of this w orkinclude the ability to recover
surface shape from specularities and the use of better
reectance models.
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